Riley Blake Designs

INTRODUCES

by Lori Holt of Bee in my Bonnet

Vintage Happy 2

AVAILABLE
DECEMBER 2019 - R3
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Vivid Vintage Main

Red Vintage Main

Cloud Vintage Laundry

Vivid Vintage Laundry

Honey Vintage Tiny Squares

Spring Green Vintage Tiny Squares

Coral Vintage Ring Toss

Peacock Vintage Ring Toss

Pink Vintage Boxers

Blue Vintage Boxers

C. COTTON
Coordinating Fabrics in Lori Holt Colors

- C6384-BLUE: Blue Backgrounds Tiny Circle
- C6384-HONEY: Honey Backgrounds Tiny Circle
- C8405-GRAY: Gray Basics Polka Dot
- C8404-NUTMEG: Nutmeg Basics Blossom

Coordinating Solids in Lori Holt Colors

- C120-CLOUD: Cloud Solid
- C120-BEEHIVE: Beehive Solid
- C120-HONEY: Honey Solid
- C120-RILEYCORAL: Riley Coral Solid
- C120-LIPSTICK: Lipstick Solid
- C120-CAYENNE: Cayenne Solid
- C120-VIVID: Vivid Solid
- C120-SEAGLASS: Sea Glass Solid
- C120-SONGBIRD: Songbird Solid
- C120-COTTAGE: Cottage Solid
- C120-RILEYGREEN: Riley Green Solid
- C120-BASIL: Basil Solid
- C120-PEACOCK: Peacock Solid
- C120-DENIM: Denim Solid
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Vintage Happy 2 Fat Quarter Panels

Prints shown at 100% | Panel is 36" x 43"

Cotton
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Baked With Love Quilt

Available January 2020

Quilt Size 67" x 75"
Quilt Kit in a Box Includes:
Fabric and Pattern
(Backing not included)
Limited Quantities Available

Approx 11" Square Box
Pre-order the Baked With Love Quilt Kit

Good Morning Mugs Table Runner

Available January 2020

Table Runner Size 23" x 41"
Table Runner Kit in a Box Includes:
Fabric, Pattern and Bee in my Bonnet Vintage Trim
(Backing not included)
Limited Quantities Available

Approx 6" Square Box
Pre-order the Good Morning Mugs Table Runner Kit
Vintage Housewife Sew Along by Lori Holt

Quilt Size 74" x 82"

Fabric Requirements

1 FQ-9130-30 Vintage Happy 2 Fat Quarter Bundle
1/3 Yard C9130 Vivid Main
2 1/8 Yards C9134 Cloud Laundry
2 1/2 Yards C9134 Pink Boxers
1 1/2 Yards C9143 Red Clothespins (Binding & Borders)
1/2 Yard C9144 Songbird Orange Peel
1 FQP9146 Fat Quarter Panel One
1 FQP9146 Fat Quarter Panel Two
1 Fat Quarter C6404 Nutmeg Basics Blossom
1 Fat Quarter C6405 Gray Basics Polka Dot
1 Fat Eighth C6384 Honey Backgrounds Tiny Circle
1 Fat Eighth C605 Denim Shabby
2 1/2 Yards WB9136 Songbird Blossom Wide Back (Backing)

Supplies Needed/Suggested:

- STT-14753 Vintage Housewife Sew Simple Shapes
- STVL-3634 Bee Cute Lace
- 12 Yards STVT-8533 Riley Red Large Vintage Trim
- 3 Yards STVT-8540 Riley Red Small Vintage Trim
- 2 Yards STVT-14764 Songbird Small Vintage Trim
- 1/2 Yard STVT-8542 Riley Green Small Vintage Trim
- 1/2 Yard STVT-14761 Cottage Small Vintage Trim
- 1 Package STB-3602 Red Farmhouse Buttons
- 1 Package STB-6023 Multi Cute Little Buttons
- TH-LH30BB20 Bee Basics Aurifloss
- TH-LH5080BB45 Bee Happy Aurifill Thread Set
- STT-5532 12 1/2" Trim-it™ Ruler
- STCC-5534 2 1/2" Cute Cuts™ Ruler
- ST-4913 Bee in my Bonnet Interfacing
- N039-7803 Clover Point 2 Point Turner
- N093 Sue Daley Designs Appliqué Glue
- ST-11565 Appliqué Pretty Pins by Bee in my Bonnet
- STSEAMGUIDE Seams Sew Easy™ Seam Guide
- DB-14756, 57, 58 Vintage Happy 2 Design Boards
- 1/4", 3/8", 1/2", 3/4", 1" Clover Bias Tape Makers

Vintage Housewife Sew Simple Shapes
Available December 2019

Available Now
Available September 2019
**Vintage Housewife Sew Along Supplies**

- **Bee Basics** Embroidery Floss for embroidery work
- **Bee Happy Thread** for piecing, machine and hand appliqué

**Vintage Happy 2 Design Boards**
Available January 2020
- 18-inch Blue Vintage Ring Toss
- 14-inch Yellow Vintage Tiny Squares
- 10-inch Pink Vintage Planter Box

**Seam Sew Easy™ Seam Guide (New Colors)**
Available July 2019
- Turner
- 1/4" Bias Tape Maker N039-TR03
- 3/8" Bias Tape Maker N039-4012
- 1/2" Bias Tape Maker N039-4064
- 3/4" Bias Tape Maker N039-4092
- 1" Bias Tape Maker N039-4140

**Sew-in Interfacing**
Sue Daley

**Appliqué Glue**
Perfect for Zipper Pulls, Scissor Fobs or Keychains!

**Embroidery Floss and Thread**
Available Now

**Sew Cute Vintage Happy 2 Products**

- **Vintage Happy 2 Quilted Designer Bag**
  Available January 2020
- **Vintage Happy 2 60-inch Tape Measure**
  Available February 2020
- **Vintage Happy 2 Enamel Charms**
  Available November 2019
- **Vintage Happy 2 20-ounce Enamelware Camp Style Mug**
  Available January 2020
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*Turner* 78

*1/4" Bias Tape Maker* N039-TR03

*3/8" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4012

*1/2" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4064

*3/4" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4092

*1" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4140

*Sew-in Interfacing* N1T-4913

*Sue Daley Appliqué Glue* N93-0LUE

*Turner* 78

*1/4" Bias Tape Maker* N039-TR03

*3/8" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4012

*1/2" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4064

*3/4" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4092

*1" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4140

*Sew-in Interfacing* N1T-4913

*Sue Daley Appliqué Glue* N93-0LUE

*Turner* 78

*1/4" Bias Tape Maker* N039-TR03

*3/8" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4012

*1/2" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4064

*3/4" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4092

*1" Bias Tape Maker* N039-4140

*Sew-in Interfacing* N1T-4913

*Sue Daley Appliqué Glue* N93-0LUE
About the Line

Several years ago I released my Vintage Happy fabric collection to celebrate prints and projects from days gone by. After all… vintage style is what I love to do! Lately I have been wanting to add more prints and colors to the original collection and those changes are now compiled into Vintage Happy 2!

I have drawn inspiration for the prints and colors from the fabrics that my grandma and her sisters used in their quilts and clothing. Inspiration has also come from grandma’s weekly wash days.

Every Monday you could always find grandma with her apron tied on, doing the laundry and mending clothes. All of the freshly washed clothes were hung neatly on the clothesline to dry. I loved watching them blow back and forth in the breeze, especially the dresses and aprons that she made, oh!… the charming prints and colors they had back then! After the clothes were dry she brought them all in for a good ironing. During this process she would have bread rising on the stovetop and dinner in the oven.

Vintage Happy 2 is about the love and care that grandma put into making a house a home and once again, I hope that you enjoy using this collection to create quilts and projects from days gone by!